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Paul Gregorowitsch 
Chief Executive Officer

On behalf of Oman Air, I am delighted to welcome you aboard 
your flight.

Over the last few weeks, we have been pleased to take delivery 
of our third B787 Dreamliner. The enhanced capacity that it offers 
means that we have been able to deploy an additional Airbus A330 
on our Muscat to London route, allowing us to launch a much-
anticipated second daily service between these two great cities. 

As a result, we now offer morning and afternoon or evening 
departures in both directions between Muscat and London. Whilst 
our London operation is now split between two terminals – with 
the 19h05 arrival and 21h00 departure being at Terminal 3 and the 
06h30 arrival and 08h25 departure being from Terminal 4 – we are 
working hard to bring them both under the same roof at the earliest 
possible opportunity.

Together, the two services offer outstanding convenience and 
allow greater flexibility when making travel plans. Importantly, 
the new service also enables highly attractive short connection 
times to a wide range of major cities in North America. We have 
already received excellent feedback on the new service and 
bookings have remained high ever since its inaugural flight on the 
12th April, last month. 

I look forward to letting you know of more new services – including 
those to Mashhad in Iran and to Guangzhou in China – in future 
issues of Wings of Oman.

In parallel with Oman Air’s expansion programme, we have also 
taken steps to offer an even more enjoyable passenger experience. 

Marhaba

Our First Class customers can now create their own haute cuisine 
menus via our ‘Service by Design’ option, which is available at 
www.omanair.com. At any time between making a reservation and 
24 hours before departure, First Class customers can choose from 
a wide range of delicious, specially-created dishes to create the 
perfect inflight meal. 

To our valued Business Class customers, I am pleased to announce 
that they would soon enjoy an exclusive lounge-to-aircraft 
chauffeur service at Muscat International Airport. With luxurious 
Mercedes minibuses, every Business Class passenger can now 
remain comfortable and relaxed as they board and prepare to enjoy 
their flight.

So, whether you are flying to Muscat, London, or any one of the 
48 other exciting destinations within our growing network, 
I thank you on behalf of our almost 7 000 colleagues for choosing 
to fly with Oman Air. We look forward to welcoming you aboard 
again very soon.

World’s Leading Airline 
Economy Class 2014 & 2015

World’s Leading Airport Lounge 
Business Class 2015

Best Airline Staff Service 
Middle East 2014 & 2015
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Chelsea Flower Show
Where: Chelsea, London, England
When: 24 May – 28 May
What: Every year the grounds of the Royal 
Hospital Chelsea are transformed into show 
gardens, inspirational small gardens and vibrant 
horticultural displays for the world’s most famous 
flower show – the Chelsea Flower Show. Attended 
by more than 150 000 visitors each year, the show 
has become an important venue for watching 
emerging gardening trends, and finding out about 
which new varieties of flowers are being launched, 
and which older varieties are being revived.
Oman Air flies 14 times a week between 
Muscat/London

Zurich Dance Festival
Where: Zurich, Switzerland
When: 13 May – 16 May
What: It’s time to get your dancing 
shoes on! Having first been held in 
2006 with the aim of increasing public 
awareness about professional dance, 
the Zurich Dance Festival has grown 
from strength to strength, and it now 
enjoys a huge following and attendance. 
There’s something for the whole 
family – from dance shows and street 
performances, to film screenings, to 
classes and workshops involving dance 
styles from a host of different countries 
and cultures. Oman Air flies 5 times a 
week between Muscat/Zurich

Festivals around the world
Dubai Tango Festival 
(18 May – 21 May, Dubai, UAE).    

Milan ‘Streeat’ Food Truck Festival 
(20 May – 22 May, Milan, Italy).  

International Mobile Film Festival 
(28 May, Zurich, Switzerland). 

Savour Food Festival
Where: Singapore
When: 12 May – 15 May
What: The Savour Food Festival is a ‘Relentless 
pursuit to unite the best in food and drink,’ say the 
organisers. Over 18 000 foodie comrades gathered 
at Savour’s event venue last year to indulge in 
award-winning cuisine from Singapore and from 
around the world. This year, those visitors can 
again expect excellent food – but also celebrity chef 
masterclasses, a hands-on cooking studio, food 
workshops, tastings and cooking demonstrations 
by experts in the industry. Your taste buds will 
thank you for attending! Oman Air flies 7 times a 
week between Muscat/Singapore
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Colours of Malaysia
Where: Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
When: 15 May
What: Colours of Malaysia is a 
lavish one-day celebration of 
Malaysia’s diverse cultural and 
ethnic heritage. This month, 
there will once again be street 
carnivals, dances, food fairs, 
shopping sales, sports events 
and much more on the go around 
Kuala Lumpur during the day, but 
most of the activity will take place 
at the city’s Merdeka Square. 
The main celebrations kick off at 
around 5pm and last through the 
evening until midnight. 
Oman Air flies 7 times a  
week between Muscat/ 
Kuala Lumpur

Venice ‘La Biennale’ Architecture Exhibition
Where: Venice, Italy
When: 28 May – 27 November
What: This month’s International Architecture 
Exhibition forms part of the prestigious La Biennale 
art institution, which was originally established over 
100 years ago 1895. The exhibition will again be 
launched in the historic city of Venice, near Milan, 
and will run until late November. Over 80 participants 
from 37 different countries will be featured, with 50 
of them participating for the very first time. One of 
the central themes to be highlighted throughout the 
event is how humans have the ability to become 
‘masters of their own destinies’ through their 
architecture, and the structures that they live in. 
Oman Air flies 7 times a week between 
Muscat/Milan

11

Clerkenwell Design Week
Where: London, England
When: 24 May – 26 May
What: Clerkenwell Design Week will be home to more creative businesses and architects per square 
mile than anywhere else on the planet, making it truly one of the most important design hubs in the 
world, say the organisers of this year’s event. Celebrating its 7th year, the award-winning CDW has 
firmly established itself as the UK’s leading independent design festival and annually attracts the 
international design community to this small area of London for three days of exciting events.
Oman Air flies 14 times a week between Muscat/London

Events around 
the world

High End 
Electronics 
Show (5 May –  
8 May, Munich, 
Germany).

London 
Museums at 
Night (11 May – 
14 May, London, 
England).   

Buddhist 
Visakha Bucha/
Vesak Day  
(20 May, 
Throughout 
Thailand).
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Jordan Rally
Where: Central Jordan
When: 5 May – 7 May
What: This month’s Jordan Rally will feature 
some of the region’s top drivers, thrilling racing 
action, and the stages will once again take 
in Jordan’s world-famous tourism spots like 
Mount Nebo, the Dead Sea, and the country’s 
spectacular desert terrain. The history of the 
event stretches back nearly three decades. 
This year, it will be held under the patronage 
of HRH Prince Feisal Al Hussein, the Chairman 
of organisers of Jordan Motorsport, and it 
will form the third round of the Middle East 
Rally Championship. Oman Air flies 8 times 
a week between Muscat/Amman (and 7 
times a week between Amman/Muscat)

Al Gaffal Traditional Dhow Races
Where: Dubai, UAE
When: Throughout May
What: The Al Gaffal Dhow Races are 
traditional sailing races designed to honour 
the pearl divers who were integral to 
the Emirate’s development as a young 
trading port. The races feature around 100 
traditional wooden boats – with each one 
measuring around 20 metres long, and each 
one featuring a beautiful polished hull and 
a huge set of crisp, white sails. And this 
month, spectators will once again be able 
to see these dhows and their skilled Emirati 
crews in action, either from the shore or 
from specially chartered ferry rides or 
spectator boats.
Oman Air flies 70 times a week between 
Muscat/Dubai (49 Oman Air) (21 code 
share flights with Emirates)

French Open Championship
Where: Roland Garros Stadium,  
Paris, France
When: 16 May – 5 June
What: The French Open or  
‘Roland Garros’ is where passion for 
tennis reaches its peak – both with the 
players, and with the spectators. There 
is a long and rich history of nail-biting 
moments at this elegant and fashionable 
tournament, which is also the only event 
played on clay courts, out of the four 
annual ‘Grand Slam’ tennis tournaments. 
Oman Air flies 6 times a week 
between Muscat/Paris

Sport around the world
Giro d’Italia Cycling Tour (6 May – 29 May, Throughout Italy). 

FA Cup Final Football (21 May, Wembley Stadium, London, England).  

World Series Squash Finals (24 May – 28 May, Dubai, UAE). 

Men’s European Gymnastics Championships (25 May – 29 May, Bern, Switzerland).

2016 UEFA Champions League Final (28 May, San Siro Stadium, Milan, Italy).
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Must See Oman

The ancient city of Qalhat
The town of Qalhat is situated just off the coastal highway between Muscat and Sur. Over 3 500 years ago, it was 
the location of a thriving port city, which played a vital role in connecting ancient trading routes throughout the 
Indian Ocean. It is now also where the ruins of the remarkable Bibi Mariam Shrine can be seen. 

1 Qalhat was described in numerous first-hand historical 
accounts by travellers at the time as being a rich and 
energetic city, which was populated with bazaars and 
markets, a beautifully decorated central mosque, and a 
number of large villa-style houses belonging to  
wealthy merchants.

2 Qalhat was also described by both the Arabian explorer 
Ibn Battuta (1304 – 1377), and the European explorer 
Marco Polo (1254 – 1324), as a prosperous city famous 
for its export of horses. They were sourced from the 
interior of the Arabian Peninsula, and shipped via Qalhat 
to the kings and maharajas of India. 

3 Qalhat is situated on a small coastal plateau, a few 
kilometres north of Sur. There is not much left of the 
ancient city to be seen, but the ruins of several small 
settlements and a number of fortification walls and 
defense towers are still visible.

4 It is also reported in various historical accounts that the 
city was partially destroyed by an earthquake in the  
14th century.    

5 From the early 1300s until the 1500s, the so-called 
Hormuzian Empire controlled much of the entrance to the 
Arabian Gulf – including Qalhat, which at the time was a 
vital point linking trade routes to Southeast Asia, China, 
India, and the Persian Empire. 

6 Today, the most impressive of Qalhat’s archaeological 
remains is the Bibi Maryam shrine, which now stands out 
as a reminder of the past glory of this ancient city.  
Bibi Maryam herself is said to have been an elderly 

woman who was a governor of Qalhat during the reign of 
King Hormuz. 

7 The shrine represents a ‘Rare masterpiece of architecture 
and sophisticated building techniques from its time,’ 
according to the UNESCO World Heritage Convention. 

8 In the early 2000s, Oman’s Ministry of Heritage and 
Culture carried out various archaeological investigations 
around the site. An underwater survey of the area was 
also conducted just offshore of where the city was once 
located, and numerous remains of ancient ships were 
found and documented. 

9 The Portuguese also invaded and occupied Qalhat until 
they were expelled by the Omanis in the late  
16th century.

10 For visitors to Oman, Qalhat makes for an ideal short 
stopover point (and a chance for some photos of the Bibi 
Mariam Shrine), before they can head off to popular 
tourist attractions nearby – like Wadi Shab and Wadi Tiwi, 
the Bimmah Sink Hole, and Sur’s dhow-building yard.

The ruins of the ancient city of Qalhat, along with 
Bibi Mariam’s Tomb, can be easily accessed via the 
Muscat to Sur coastal highway. The turn-off for Qalhat 
is around 150 kilometres from Muscat (around 30 
kilometres before the coastal town of Sur). To access 
Bibi Mariam’s Tomb, you’ll need to drive through the 
town, over the wadi crossing, and then up the adjacent 
hilltop to the site itself. 

Latitude: 22° 41’ 49” N 
LoNgitude: 59° 22’ 22” e
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Check Out

Mashhad: A journey through 
Iran’s holy heartland
Tucked away in the north-eastern corner of the country, Mashhad is Iran’s second-biggest city. It’s also the 
location of its most revered holy site – the Shrine of Imam Reza, which is visited by millions of pilgrims from 
around the world every year. 

Mashhad has a lot going for it – beautiful city gardens, magnificent 

Persian carpets, cool temperatures throughout the year, and 

delicious Mashhad and Iranian cuisine. But it is the Imam Reza 

Shrine Complex that remains the main allure for millions of pilgrims 

and people every year. 

In fact, both for pilgrims and for non-pilgrims, coming face-to-face 

with the Imam Reza Shrine Complex for the very first time can be 

a profoundly moving experience – both because of the spiritual 

significance of the site, as well as its exquisite beauty. 

The Shrine has been built and re-built numerous times throughout 

history. According to the publication Constructing Sacred Space:  

An Architectural History of Mashhad’s Imam Reza Shrine  

Mashhad is Iran’s holiest city for millions of pilgrims every year. It is 
also a fascinating urban and cultural adventure for travellers

Mashhad’s 
Kouhsangi Park
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(by the Ajam Media Collective), ‘The Imam Reza Shrine has grown significantly over the 

centuries from a small shrine over the grave of the 8th Imam into the one of the largest 

religious complexes in the Islamic World. Since its establishment, the political powers that 

be have used the sacred space to demonstrate their temporal power, creating some of 

the most astounding wonders of Islamicate art.’

Also contained within the complex are the Goharshad Mosque, a museum, a library, 

four seminaries, a cemetery, the Razavi University of Islamic Sciences, a dining hall for 

pilgrims, vast prayer halls, and other buildings. 

The Shrine will leave a lasting impression on anyone that comes to visit. It is one of the 

world’s most beautiful and spiritually significant structures, and absolutely needs to be 

seen. There is however, lots more to Mashhad.

More of Mashhad? 
Visit the gardens and public parks: One of the highlights of Mashhad are it’s many 

green public spaces that are ideal to take the family for a picnic or to take a stress 

relieving stroll. Firstly, Kouhsangi Park is located in the south of Mashhad below the city’s 

southern mountains, and includes a gorgeous lake and restaurant.  

‘For pilgrims and non-pilgrims, coming face-to-face with the Imam Reza 
Shrine can be a profoundly moving experience’

Imam Reza Shrine is spectacular 
during the day – and at night
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Travel Token: Saffron 
Saffron, the highly-aromatic spice is said to have a history of 
cultivation in the Mashhad region that dates back to over 3 000 
years ago. It’s a highly prized luxury item (as it is throughout the 
world) and sometimes referred to as ‘Red Gold’ or ‘Desert Gold’ 
here. Apparently around 150 fresh flowers are needed to produce 
just a gram of saffron! Excellent quality saffron is available in 
Mashhad – at a very competitive rate if you’re prepared to bargain. 

Secondly, Mellat Park is the largest park in the city and also one of 

the most beautiful parks in Iran. It has green area which includes 

public toilets, a mosque, sports courtyards, the cultural and artistic 

complex of Imam Reza itself, and also a library and swimming 

pool. Mellat Park is also the location of one of the Middle East’s 

biggest ferris wheels, which can take up to 448 people to a height 

of 80 metres above the ground – and give you spectacular views 

of the surrounding city. The Garden of Vakilabad is a beautiful park 

located eight kilometres north-west of Mashhad, connected to 

Vakilabad village and countryside. It has an area of more than  

70 hectares and a seasonal river.

Admire Persian carpets: For centuries, Mashhad has been an 

important trading centre for carpet weaving. The rugs made here 

are traditionally done in bright colour schemes of red and blue. And 

like all Persian rugs, the quality of Mashad carpets means they can 

last several lifetimes. 

Enjoy the cooler temperatures: In contrast to other areas in 

the Middle East, for most of the year, Mashhad’s temperatures 

average around a pleasant 10° C to 30° C. During winter, 

temperatures drop to a cooler 0° C to 15° C. 

Feast on Mashhad cuisine: Mashhad’s classic dish (it’s also the 

national dish of Iran) is Chelow Kebab, which is steamed, saffroned 

Iranian rice, served with grilled meat on skewers. It can also be 

enjoyed with some of Mashhad’s excellent quality, freshly-baked 

breads. Don’t miss out on several glasses of sweet tea at some of 

Mashhad’s beautiful, old-style teahouses either. Ice-cream is also a 

Mashhad favourite that you shouldn’t miss. 

‘One of the highlights of Mashhad are it’s many 
green public spaces that are ideal for the family’

The Imam Reza Shrine is one of the world’s most 
beautiful and spiritually significant structures
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Mashhad: City Facts
Oman Air flies 7 times a week between Muscat/Mashhad 

Visa Requirements: Visitors to Iran must obtain a visa from one of the Iranian 
diplomatic missions unless they come from one of the visa exempt countries or 
countries eligible for visa on arrival. 

Languages: Parsi is Iran’s national language. Many young Iranians in major cities also 
speak conversational English.

Currency: The Iranian Rial (IRR) is the official currency. Coins are available in 
denominations of 500, 1 000, 2 000, and 5 000 rials. Banknotes come in denominations 
of 2 000, 5 000, 10 000, 20 000, 50 000, and 100 000 rials. (Iranians commonly express 
amounts of money and prices of goods in ‘tomans’ where one ‘toman’ equals 10 rials). 

1 Iranian Rial (IRR) = 0.000013 Omani Rial (OMR)

1 Iranian Rial (IRR) = 0.000033 United States Dollar (USD) 
(April 2016)

To find out more about travelling 
to Iran and Mashhad, visit the 
website of the official tourism 
board www.tourismiran.ir. 

Mashhad is blessed with dozens of 
public green spaces and gardens
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Oman’s Museums:  
A journey through time
Travelling through the Sultanate of Oman is like travelling through a living museum of cultural 
and natural history. But a visit to the following places – a selection of Oman’s major museums – 
will bring you closer to the Sultanate’s fascinating past, present, and future. 

Muscat Gate Museum 
Muscat’s Gate Museum houses interesting displays of 
Oman’s history from ancient times to the present. But the 

building itself – a large archway gate, which was used until the 
1970s to mark the position of the old city wall, and which now 
links Old Muscat to the rest of the city – is the most impressive 

The soon-to-be-open National Museum of Oman, during its recent inauguration ceremony
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of what’s on offer, as you can enjoy spectacular views of the 
city from the top. Open from Sunday to Thursday (08h00 to 
14h00).

National Museum 
Oman’s National Museum contains thousands of artefacts, all 
relating to Oman’s rich heritage, and housed in fifteen display 
halls. Many of the exhibits are lit up with spectacular interactive 

lighting shows and multi-media displays. Themed halls include 
the Maritime History Hall, Hall of Arms, Prehistory Hall, Hall of 
Oman and the Outside World, and the Renaissance Hall. Despite 
being officially opened to various dignitaries and key interest 
groups recently, the museum will only open fully to the public 
around mid-2016. 

Sultan’s Armed Forces Museum 
The Sultan’s Armed Forces Museum is a military history museum, 
located in the 150 year-old Bait Al Falaj Fort – which was 
originally the headquarters for Sultan Said bin Sultan’s Armed 
Forces in Muscat. It houses an extensive collection of artefacts 
from Oman’s military history – guns, uniforms, cannons, vehicles, 
war medals, and much more. Open from Sunday to Thursday 
(07h30 to 13h00), and Saturday (15h00 to 18h00).

Sur Maritime Museum 
The Sur Maritime Museum was created to celebrate Oman’s 
rich maritime heritage, and with this in mind, much of the site is 
open-air display, with several types of traditional wooden Omani 
dhows on display. The highlight is a magnificent ocean-going 
wooden dhow, which was retired after spending 43 years at sea in 
the Gulf and Arabian Sea. Open permanently (outdoor open-air 
exhibit). Museum opening times vary.

Bait Al Zubair 
Bait Al Zubair is a classy, private museum that opened its carved 
wooden doors to the public in 1998. It is funded by its founders, 
the Zubair family, and displays a collection of Omani artefacts 
which serve as a real window into Oman’s rich heritage and 
culture. If you only have time for one museum visit during your 
stay in Muscat, Bait Al Zubair is a good choice.  Open from 
Saturday to Thursday (09h00 to 18h00).

Bait Al Baranda 
Located in the heart of the tourist district in Muttrah, near the 
harbour’s corniche, the Bait Al Baranda building dates back to 
the early 1930s when it housed the American Mission. Now, the 
museum sets out to tell the story of Muscat from over 100 million 
years ago, to the present time. 
Open from Saturday to Thursday (09h00 to 13h00 and 16h00 
to 18h00).

‘Sur Maritime Museum’s highlight is a magnificent 
ocean-going wooden dhow, which was retired after 
spending 43 years at sea’

‘If you only have time for one museum visit during your 
stay in Muscat, Bait Al Zubair is a good choice’

A replica of one of Oman’s 
Bronze Age ‘Beehive Tombs’
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Muttrah Souq

Although it’s technically not a museum, 
Muttrah Souq is a living relic of Muscat’s past. 
It’s one of the oldest souqs on the Arabian 
Peninsula, where you can buy gold and silver 
jewellery, as well as spices, wood carvings, 
household goods, antiques, and much more 
– all from the quaint shopfronts and stores 
found along the souq’s maze of passageways. 
www.omantourism.gov.om

Omani Heritage Gallery

For genuine ‘Made in Oman’ crafts, the not-for-
profit Omani Heritage Gallery is an excellent 
place to buy traditional Omani basketry, 
jewellery, pottery, textiles, leather goods, 
frankincense, and more. It’s just like a museum 
– but you can buy what’s on display too.  
www.omaniheritage.com

Oman Natural History Museum 
The Museum of Natural History houses 
exhibits depicting aspects of life since it first 
appeared in various forms in the Sultanate, 
and also looks at the lives of some of the 
reptiles, colourful butterflies, and other 
organisms that live in the wilds of the 
Sultanate presently. The highlight is a  
life-size display of the skeleton, bones and 
skull of a whale. 
Open from Saturday to Wednesday 
(09h30 to 13h30), and Thursday (17h00 
to 19h00).

Oman’s museums bring you closer to the 
Sultanate’s fascinating past, present, and future

Muscat’s prestigious Bait Al Zubair museum

Pottery artefacts on display at the National Museum of Oman





Golestan Palace: Tehran’s  
‘Palace of Flowers’ masterpiece

Following extensions and additions, Golestan Palace received its 
most characteristic structural features when the palace complex 
was selected as the royal residence and seat of power by the Qajar 
dynasty, who ruled from the late 1700s until the early 1900s.  
Many of the buildings are examples of a combination of early Persian 
architecture and later Western influences. 

The site consists of several grand palace structures (which are mostly 
used as museums), and the palace gardens, which are surrounded by 
an outer wall and a series of entrances. 

Golestan also forms part of the UNESCO World Heritage List (it was 
officially included in mid-2013). According to the organisation, the 
palace contains the most complete representation of Qajari artistic 
and architectural production and bears witness to this great era of 
power and art. It is also recognised as an exceptional testimony to the 
Qajari Era.

The Edifice of the Sun 
It is worth spending a good few hours exploring the entire site, but 
one of the most visited and impressive buildings at the palace is the 
Edifice of the Sun. This tall structure was the idea of the 19th century 
King Nasser Ol Din Shah Qajar, who said he wanted a high-point 
from which he could have panoramic views of the city. 

Golestan Palace is one of Iran’s much-loved landmarks, in the heart of the historic core of the country’s capital 
city, Tehran. Its name literally means ‘Roseland Palace’ or the ‘Palace of Flowers’ due to its collection of 
exquisitely designed and decorated palace structures, which are surrounded by carefully manicured flower 
gardens. Golestan Palace is a journey into colour and spectacular architecture not to be missed. 

Landmark Travels
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‘Golestan Palace contains the most complete 
representation of Qajari artistic and architectural 
production and bears witness to this great era’
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For more information about visiting Golestan 
Palace, visit www.tourismiran.ir as well as  
http://whc.unesco.org/ or www.iranreview.org. 

Construction on the building began 
in 1865 and it was completed 
two years later with two identical 
towers, and with exterior views 
that have multiple arches, exquisite 
geodesic tile work and ornately-
designed window frames. 

But there’s a seemingly endless 
number of features and palace 
buildings around the site to explore 
– many with exotic names like the 
Marble Throne, the Pond House,  
the Brilliant Hall, the Mirror Hall,  
and the Ivory Hall.

Picture House and Gallery 
Another story from Golestan Palace 
history is when the previously-
mentioned King Nasser Ol Din Shah 
Qajar was said to be very impressed 
by the exhibitions of artifacts and 
valuable objects at European 
museums that he encountered 
during his second European tour 
around 1872. He arrived back in 
Tehran intent on building a museum hall to do the same – and to 
exhibit paintings, royal jewels, and other royal artifacts.

The original collection of the Museum Hall is now scattered among 
Tehran’s many museums. However, the paintings of the royal court 
are now kept at the Golestan Palace, with the European paintings 
housed in the Pond House and the works of Iranian painters housed  
in the Picture House.

The Photographic Archive 
Visitors to Golestan Palace should keep in mind that there is a well-
maintained, early photographic collection featured in the Golestan 

Palace Museum, with many photos from the era when the first 
photography development processes were being established in 
Europe, during the 19th century. 

The story goes that the Qajar king of the time had become interested 
in photography, and the many photos recorded from his lifetime – 
many of them taken at the palace itself – was the result of his  
new-found passion.
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Late last month, 34 year-old Ahmad Al Harthy, one of Oman’s most successful international sportsmen, once again 
began his challenge of the prestigious 2016 Blancpain Endurance Cup racing series. Ahmad was driving an Aston 
Martin V12 Vantage GT3, run by the rebranded ‘Oman Racing Team powered by Motorbase’.

The championship is arguably the most high-profile GT racing 
category on the globe, featuring the world’s most prestigious 
automotive manufacturers, and in the months to come, Ahmad will 
no doubt be continuing to race around many a European circuit at 
spectacular speeds. 

For the season, he will be partnered by the highly rated Scottish 
driver Jonny Adam, the reigning British GT Champion, and fellow 
Briton Devon Modell (races are normally held over a duration of 
three hours, with driving duties shared equally between the team 
members). Confidence is high that the Aston Martin will once again 
be a very successful racing machine.

Oman Air, as it has been since Ahmad competed in single-seater 
‘formula’ racing in the UK in 2009, has been a very visible part of the 
racer’s hugely successful career – one which delivered the Pro-Am1 
title in Porsche Carrera Cup GB in 2012 and the ‘Silver Cup’ crown in 
British GT last year. Notably, the Oman Racing Team made history 
in 2014 – with Ahmad becoming the first Omani entry to ever win 
a title in the British GT Championship after claiming the outright 
entrants’ title following a magnificent season.

Ahmad said he couldn’t wait for the start of the 2016 season. 
“Since last season we did take part in the Gulf 12 Hours in  
Abu Dhabi in December and took a podium finish on our debut 
there. Confidence is high but we always know how tough the 
Blancpain is, it’s the most challenging championship for GT racing 
in the world so everyone knows we have to work extremely hard, 
maintain focus and keep pushing.”

The Sultanate’s Dream Team: Oman Air and Ahmad Al Harthy

For an eighth successive year in 2016, Oman Air is helping propel 
the Sultanate’s number one racing driver to ever greater heights 
after reconfirming its key partnership with Ahmad Al Harthy ahead 
of the new European motorsport season. “It really is amazing to 
continue my partnership with Oman Air into an eighth successive 

Ahmad Al Harthy:  
Racing off into 2016

You can follow Ahmad Al Harthy’s progress throughout the 2016 
season by visiting www.ahmadalharthy.com or  
www.facebook.com/AlHarthyRacing and via  
Twitter at @AlHarthyRacing

year and I am so looking forward to flying the flag for our country in 
the Blancpain Endurance Cup again, hopefully with many successes,” 
Al Harthy explained.
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Path to Success

It has been nine magnificent years for Oman’s Amal Al Raisi since she started working in the fashion industry 
under the Dar Al Aseel label. Having first started designing traditional Omani dresses, Amal then went on to 
designing and creating abayas and jalabiyas. Now she is an acclaimed fashion designer – and one of Oman’s 
fashion design success stories.

In 2015 Amal decided she was ready for a new fashion venture.  
She began with a rebranding of her Dar Al Aseel label, and 
introduced a new bi-annual ready to wear line, ‘by Amal Al Raisi’, 
which features a more modern cut that more closely follows the 
international fashion calendar trends.

Both collections are produced in Oman and overseen by Amal 
herself to ensure impeccable finishing of the highest quality.  
Each collection’s fabric, colors, and inspirations are also the same, 
and they can therefore be styled and worn together.

Amal says that she admires today’s power woman who makes their 
family their priority, but who also pursues their individual dreams. 
And both lines are a tribute to these women that are “feminine, but 
not delicate,” as she puts it.  

Amal has many success stories to tell and can count a number of 
failures as all part of her history and brand today. She explains that 
her ultimate goal is that her pieces are worn far beyond the borders 
of Oman.

Oman’s Amal Al Raisi: A fashion 
design success story

The designer, Amal Al Raisi
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Path to Success

Dar Al Aseel: The Ramadan 2016 collection

The Ramadan 2016 collection is Amal’s first Dar Al Aseel collection 
since the re-launch of her brand. For this collection, Amal found 
her inspiration to be the floral universe. She explains that flowers 
are beautiful yet powerful and that they have in fact always been 
a major source of inspiration for her. (Dar Al Aseel, by the way, 
means ‘A house of beauty’).

The collection is now also produced bi-annually and the fabric and 
colours are aligned with Amal’s ready to wear collection, so the two 
lines can be styled and worn together easily.

The colours that can be seen through the collection are old rose, 
soft grey and delicate whites. It is the cuts and custom made fabrics 
that are equally soft and feminine, and this serves to compliment 
the powerful woman wearing them, she explains. They also honour 
Amal’s personal Omani heritage, and cater to the taste of the Arab 
woman, she adds.

All the pieces are produced in Oman and the detailed embroidery is 
all done by hand to add a signature of luxury to the collection.
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Family Traveller

Charlie and the Chocolate Factory 
The Story: Embark on a magical journey through the famous 
story – Charlie and the Chocolate Factory. The story goes that 
after finding golden tickets hidden beneath the wrappers of their 
favourite chocolate bars, five lucky children and their parents 
win the chance to enter the greatest chocolate factory in the 
world and meet its eccentric owner Willy Wonka. Among them 
is young Charlie Bucket, a poor but virtuous boy and the story’s 
unsuspecting hero. The golden ticket sends Charlie on an amazing 
chocolate adventure Where: Theatre Royal Drury Lane

The Lion King 
The Story: The Lion King is a hugely popular London musical set 
against the majesty of the Serengeti Plains, in Africa, and the show 

London’s theatre shows for kids 
London must be one of the greatest cities on earth for kids’ entertainment. One of the highlights are the many 
family-friendly theatre shows which often involve audience participation and are shorter than regular productions 
– so your kids won’t be expected to sit still for two hours. According to London’s official Visitor’s Guide,  
Visit London, here are five of the most popular.  

brings the characters of this animated film to life with imaginative 
costumes and amazing special effects. The uplifting adventure 
follows a fearless young lion cub called Simba as he learns about 
life on his journey to become King of the lions. It’s a great show 
that’s perfect for the whole family. Where: The Lyceum Theatre

War Horse 
The Story: The award-winning production of War Horse continues 
to amaze audiences. At the outbreak of World War I, Joey, young 
Albert’s much-loved horse, is sold to the cavalry and shipped to 

‘King’s Cross Theatre is a purpose-made 
venue containing a real railway track, and 
an incredible 60-tonne steam locomotive’
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France. He’s soon caught up in enemy fire, and fate takes him on an 
extraordinary odyssey, serving on both sides before finding himself 
alone in No Man’s Land. But Albert cannot forget Joey and, still not 
old enough to enlist, he embarks on a dangerous adventure to find 
him and bring him home. War Horse features magnificent, life-sized 
puppets. Where: New London Theatre

The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time 
The Story: The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time is a 
comical, but moving story told from one boy’s unique perspective. 
Fifteen-year-old Christopher Boone discovers that his neighbour’s 
dog has been killed with a garden fork, and Christopher – who 
himself is a suspect – decides to investigate the death.  Where: 
Gielgud Theatre

The Railway Children 
The Story: The Railway Children follows the adventures of three 
children, whose lives are changed when their father is taken away 
by two mysterious men. The family are forced to move away from 
Central London to the countryside of Yorkshire. Playing around 
and exploring the local railway, the children find themselves on a 
journey of exploration and adventure as they try to discover the 
fate of their missing father. King’s Cross Theatre is a purpose-made 
venue containing a real railway track, and an incredible 60-tonne 
steam locomotive – which adds some brilliant reality to the already 
brilliant show. Where: King’s Cross Theatre.
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Oman View

Haitham Al Farsi
Haitham Al Farsi is an Omani photographer who says that his photographic journey began when he 
purchased his first camera out of pure curiosity in 2013, from a local mall in Oman. The decision, he 
says, changed his life and since then, Haitham has developed himself into a highly-regarded, multiple 
award-wining photographer – and someone that produces the kind of images that leaves a long-lasting 
impression on anyone who has the privilege of seeing them. A banker by profession, Haitham is also a 
member of the Photographic Society of Oman, Chairman of the Lights of Oman International Salon (and 
digital photography competition), and a Member of the Sille Art Gallery of Turkey. To date, he has dozens 
of international and local photographic awards to his name. He says that his specialty is capturing the 
faces and portraits of the people at the places he travels to.  
More of Haitham Al Farsi’s work can be viewed at: www.instagram.com/Haitham_al_farsi
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For the traveller, the Sultanate of Oman has a large 
variety of experiences:
•	 A	wide	variety	of	pristine	beaches	and	islands
•	 Spectacular	mountains,	canyons	and	wadis
•	 World	class	diving,	snorkelling,	and	other	water	sports
•	 Turtle,	dolphin	and	whale	watching
•	 Wildlife	 tours	 in	 the	 Sultanate’s	 nature	 reserves	 and	

biodiversity spots
•	 Cultural	sites	including	forts,	ancient	tombs	and	prehistoric	cities
•	 Desert	safaris	and	adventures
•	 A	large	variety	of	markets	and	souqs
•	 Museums	and	art	galleries
•	 Trekking,	rock	climbing	and	caving	adventures
•	 Horse	and	camel	racing	events
•	 Golf	courses
•	 Various	 festivals,	 including	 the	 popular	 Muscat	 Festival	 and	

Salalah Festival.

Sultanate of Oman: Fact Sheet
Area : 3 09 500 km2

Population (2016) : 4 419 003  
(2 006 734 expatriates)

Language : Arabic (official) 
English (widely spoken)

Capital : Muscat

Local Time : GMT +4

Currency : Omani Rial, which equates to 
US$ 2.58

Savvy Traveller
The Sultanate of Oman is on the eastern end of the Arabian Peninsula. It borders the United Arab Emirates 
in the northwest, Saudi Arabia in the west and Yemen in the southwest. It also has two enclaves – the 
Musandam Peninsula and Madha – which are separated by the UAE. Oman’s 3 165 kilometre coastline spans 
the Gulf of Oman in the north and the Sea of Oman (which forms part of the Arabian Sea) in the east. 

There are currently four UNESCO World 
Heritage Sites in the Sultanate of Oman
•	Aflaj	Irrigation	Systems	 	•	Frankincense	Trail	 
•	Archaeological	Sites	of	Bat	 	•	Bahla	Fort
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Currency 
The local currency is the 
Omani Rial (referred to as  
RO or OR or OMR). It 
is further divided into 
1000 Baizas. Currency 
denominations are available 
in 50, 20, 10, 5 and 1 Rial 
and 500 and 100 Baiza notes. 
Coins are available in 50, 25, 
10 and 5 Baizas.
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Welcome Aboard

Exclusive First 
Class and 
Business Class 
Check-In
With its own entrance 
and sumptuous lounge 
area, dedicated staff, 
and fast-track security 
clearance and baggage 
drop, the First Class and 
Business Class Check-In 
service provides an ideal 
introduction to Oman Air’s 
extremely high standards 
of service. These facilities 
set the tone of refined 
elegance and luxury which 
stays with the traveller 
throughout their journey.

Experience Oman Air’s 
Award Winning Services 
Welcome aboard! Oman Air is committed to providing you with a safe, reliable and 
seamless flying experience – enhanced by warm and friendly customer service. 

Book and 
Check-In 
Online
Oman Air offers 
an interactive 
online booking 
check-In facility for 
convenient, stress-
free airport check-
ins. The check-in 
facility is available 
for departures from 
Muscat International 
Airport, as well as a 
selection of airports 
on the worldwide 
Oman Air network. 
Online Check-in is 
available between 
24 hours and 90 
minutes before your 
departure time.
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Chauffeur Services 
Oman Air offers premium travellers a host of distinctive 
services that will enhance their travel experience.
First and Business Class passengers can now take 
advantage of our complimentary Chauffeur Drive 
airport transfer service at select destinations across our 
network. With an attentive service that comes with a 
personal chauffeur, luxury vehicles and speedy door-to-
door transfers, you can now travel in comfort and style 
with Oman Air.

In-flight Connectivity 
Whichever cabin you are 
travelling in, you can send SMS 
or make calls to your friends, 
family or colleagues with our 
OnAir mobile services. Log-on 
and check emails, surf the 
web and update your social 
media with Oman Air’s WY-Fi 
internet services. And our 
great-value, flexible pricing 
means that you can choose the 
level of connectivity you want, 
whenever you fly on our Airbus 
A330 Fully Connected flights.

Oman Air Lounges
If you want to catch up on work before you travel, enjoy a snack, or 
simply unwind, our lounges ensure a relaxing start to your journey that 
reflects the outstanding hospitality  you will enjoy aboard our aircraft, 
all whilst preserving key elements of Omani culture and heritage. Relax 
in our First and Business Class Lounges’ elegant environment and enjoy 
the very best in hospitality and service as you prepare for your flight. 
Our Bangkok lounge is for customers travelling in First or Business 
Class, and for those holding Gold and Silver Sindbad cards, and can 
be used and enjoyed at a minor cost. The Majan Lounge is open to 
Premium customers travelling on airlines operating from Muscat 
International Airport and for Oman Air passengers holding Gold and 
Silver Sindbad membership who are travelling in Economy Class, and 
can be used and enjoyed at a minor cost. Each lounge also has an 
experienced team of customer service staff on hand to look after your 
every need.

In-flight Entertainment
Sit back and enjoy your journey in comfort, with a great 
range of the latest Arabic and international movies,  
up-to-the-minute TV shows, including satellite TV news, 
as well as music and games – all at your fingertips, and 
all on demand.
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Business leaders, Omani journalists and senior managers from Oman Air recently gathered in London to celebrate 
the launch of the airline’s second daily, non-stop and direct service between Muscat and London Heathrow.

Oman Air Holidays is offering two very special packages for motorsports fans, who are invited 
to watch superstar Omani driver Ahmad Al Harthy race at two of Europe’s most iconic circuits.

Launch of second daily service between 
Muscat and London celebrated by Oman Air

Oman Air offers thrilling 
motorsports holiday packages

The first flight of the new service took place on Tuesday 12th April 
with over 200 passengers on board. That evening Oman Air’s Chief 
Executive Officer, Paul Gregorowitsch, hosted a modest celebratory 
dinner at a London restaurant. Guests included His Excellency 
Abdulaziz bin Abdullah bin Zahir Al Hinai, Ambassador of the 
Sultanate of Oman, John Holland-Kaye, CEO of London Heathrow 
Airport, and senior figures from the UK travel trade. Customers were 
also invited to join the celebrations, as Oman Air unveiled a very 
special offer for passengers travelling between Muscat and London.

From the 12th April 12th until the 25th April, free wi-fi connectivity 
was available in First, Business and Economy Classes. Premium 
passengers – those in First and Business Classes, and Gold members 
of the airline’s Sindbad frequent fliers programme, also enjoyed two 
hours/100Mb of free connectivity. Meanwhile travellers in Economy 
Class benefitted from 15 minutes/10Mb free connectivity.

In addition to marking the launch of the new service, the offer 
recognised Oman Air’s role as the first airline in the world to 
offer both wi-fi and mobile phone connectivity inflight. The free 
connectivity was first offered on the new service’s inaugural flight, 
which landed at Heathrow at 06h30 on the 12th April. There, the 
aircraft was met by officials from the airport, who offered an official 
airside welcome, including a magnificent cake cutting ceremony. 

The new Muscat to London service flies through the night, departing 
Muscat at 01h25 and arriving at London Heathrow Terminal 4 at 
06h30. Return flights depart Heathrow Terminal 4 at 08h25 and 
arrive in Muscat at 18h55. (All timings quoted are local). The service 
therefore enables highly attractive, short connection times to major 

With prices starting from just OMR 464, the packages have been 
designed to celebrate the Oman Racing Team’s eagerly-anticipated 
participation in the Blancpain GT Series Endurance Cup at Monza in 
Italy, and Silverstone in the UK. Oman Air is a major sponsor of the 
Oman Racing Team and Ahmad Al Harthy is a brand ambassador 
for the airline.

Each package includes return flights from Muscat, return airport 
transfers, accommodation for four nights on a twin share basis, 
daily buffet breakfasts, day return transfers from the hotel to the 
racing circuit and tickets to the race. Motorsports fans who wish to 
attend the Monza race can choose from Business Class or Economy 

USA Cities like New York, Boston, Chicago, Miami, Los Angeles and 
San Francisco, and Toronto in Canada.

It builds on the success of Oman Air’s first service between Muscat 
and London, which was launched in 2007. This departs Muscat at 
14h00 and arrives at Heathrow Terminal 3 at 19h05. Return flights 
depart Heathrow Terminal 3 at 20h50 and arrive in Muscat the 
following morning at 07h20. Return flights are available from OMR 
265/GBP 433 in Economy Class, OMR 1 087/GBP 1 522 in Business 
Class, or OMR 2 163/GBP 3 530 in First Class.

The Economy Class fare quoted is a promotional fare and is available 
for a limited time only. All prices include taxes and charges. Terms 
and conditions apply. Seats can be booked through local and online 
travel agents, and via www.omanair.com.

Class packages. The Business Class option includes airport lounge 
access, return flights to Milan in Oman Air’s exclusive Business 
Class cabin – which offers fully lie-flat seating and a la carte inflight 
dining – and accommodation at the luxurious five-star Boscolo 
Milano Autograph Collection hotel in Milan. The Economy Class 
option offers accommodation at the stylish NH Milano Touring Hotel 
in Milan.

Business Class packages to Monza cost as little as OMR 1 175 per 
person and Economy Class packages are available at just OMR 464 
per person.

The UK packages include return flights from Muscat to London 
on either of the airline’s two daily services. Accommodation for 
Business Class customers is offered at the top-of-the-range Hilton, 
Park Lane in London, whilst Economy Class customers will enjoy the 
four-star Hilton London Paddington.

Business Class packages to Silverstone are available at OMR 1.695 
and Economy Class packages cost just OMR 636. 

All prices quoted include airport taxes and surcharges. Rooms and 
race tickets are subject to availability and terms and conditions 
apply. To book, customers should email holidays@omanair.com or 
call Oman Air Holidays on +968 2453 1000 before 5th May 2016.
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Oman Air News

The opening act of the 2016 Extreme Sailing Series™ ended in victory for Oman Air, with the hometown 
heroes, skippered by former Series Champion Morgan Larson, taking the title by an emphatic 33 points.

Oman Air held off a late charge by Red Bull, who earned double-
points in the last race to close the gap temporarily, but the team 
posted a strong finish themselves to seal victory in home waters.

With all eyes on Muscat for a weekend of intense sailing, the team 
certainly did their best to show the Sultanate’s sailing pedigree with 
a superb performance on the water. During the four days of racing, 
Larson and his new look team, which for this season includes British 
sailing veteran, Pete Greenhalgh, Oman’s own Nasser Al Mashari 
and Australians James Wierzbowski and Ed Smyth, produced 
a string of consistent performances, finishing on the podium a 
remarkable 17 times in the 20 races – a run that included 10 
outright wins.

This year’s Series has seen the greatest shift in the event’s 10 year 
history and for the first time ever, the teams will race on new foiling 
GC32 racing catamarans instead of Extreme 40s, which had been 
used since the event was first conceived. 

The new boats are capable of 40 knots – the equivalent of 74 
km/h – and fly across the water. This is a big change for each team, 
requiring extensive training on the faster, lighter boat, but Oman 
Air’s magnificent men on their flying machine let the results speak 
for themselves on the opening weekend. 

Larson said before racing began that “Performances here in 
Muscat will provide a clue for the season” and Oman Air victory in 
half of the races lay down the gauntlet for the other teams. If the 
performance in this Act is anything to go on, Oman Air and their 
fans across the world can look forward to an exciting Series.

Racing in the bay at Muttrah, the ancient sea port in the heart of old 
Muscat, the Oman Air team powered to the front of the fleet on Day 
One and never surrendered their lead. Skipper Larson enjoyed the 
day, commenting “It was fantastic to sail in a new location here in 
Muscat, in front of the city.”

The event then moved 20 kilometres north to the waters in front of 
Al Mouj Golf Course where the race track was ready for three more 
days of competition. For Nasser Al Mashari, who lives in Muttrah, 
so many successes on home waters, and in front of a crowd that 
included his family, made the day a special one. 

“We are very happy and proud with what we achieved. It was 
fantastic to be racing right in front of Muttrah and especially good 
to win the first race and the last one. It made me feel very proud,” 
he said. 

Muscat is always one of the sailor’s favourite venues for the 
Extreme Sailing Series, with great weather almost guaranteed year 
after year and a stretch of open water with a steady sea breeze 
creating near-perfect racing conditions. The team will now focus 

Oman Air race to victory at opening 
act of 2016 Extreme Sailing Series

on the next act, in Qingdao in China, the home of Olympic Sailing 
at the 2008 Olympic Games, where they will face an altogether 
different proposition. The racing arena in Fusan Bay is enclosed 
by skyscrapers which can funnel wind from the north, making the 
event as unpredictable as it is exciting. Flat calms can quickly turn 
into huge waves and even fog. 

Larson and his crew will also be preparing for future Acts in a bid to 
land the Series title at the end of the year. After China, the Series 
heads to Europe for five consecutive Acts starting in Cardiff in June 
before moving on to Hamburg in July, St Petersburg and Istanbul in 
September, and Lisbon, a new venue on the calendar this year, in 
October, before the curtain comes down on another thrilling Series 
in Australia in December.  

Each destination features a free public race village where fans 
travelling to any of this year’s Extreme Sailing Series venues can 
get close to the action and catch a glimpse of Team Oman Air 
proudly flying the Omani flag high above their catamaran. The 
village offers spectacular views of the racing just metres away, as 
well as a wide choice of food and beverages and fun activities for 
the family.

You can stay up to date with the Series by following the hashtags 
#TEAMOMANAIR and #EXTREMESAILING on Facebook, Twitter 
and Instagram. 

2016 Extreme Sailing Series standings

Rank Team   Points

1 Oman Air   12 
2 Red Bull Sailing Team  11 
3 Land Rover BAR Academy 10 
4 Alinghi   9
5 SAP Extreme Sailing Team 8 
6 CHINA One   7 
7 Team Turx   6 
8 Sail Portugal   5 

2016 Extreme Sailing Series schedule
Act 1: Muscat, Oman, 16-19 March
Act 2: Qingdao, China, 29 April-2 May
Act 3: Cardiff, UK, 23-26 June
Act 4: Hamburg, Germany, 28-31 July
Act 5: St Petersburg, Russia, 1-4 September
Act 6: Istanbul, Turkey, 22-25 September
Act 7: Lisbon, Portugal, 6-9 October
Act 8: Australia, 8-11 December
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Sindbad Program

Hello and welcome to Sindbad, the frequent flyer program of 
Oman Air. Whether you’re travelling on business or going on a 
holiday, join Sindbad today and make your journey with Oman 
Air even more rewarding.

Earn & Spend Sindbad Miles 
Sindbad membership earns you Sindbad miles both in the air and on the 
ground. Fly with Oman Air, our partner airlines or transact with any of our 
global network Partners and earn Sindbad miles. You can choose to spend your 
Sindbad miles for free flights, flight upgrades, exciting raffles, promotions and 
more. 

Exclusive Privileges & Benefits
Sindbad has three tiers to offer- Blue, Silver and Gold. The more you fly 
with Oman Air, the higher your Tier. As a Silver and Gold member, you earn 
additional privileges designed exclusively for you.

Sindbad Partners
As a Sindbad member, you have the added benefit of earning extra miles as 
well as special offers from our global network of partners which include Hotel, 
Leisure and Lifestyle, Car rental, Telecommunication and Retail Partners.

Benefits and Privileges
•	 Complimentary	Airport	Lounge	Access
•	 Extra	baggage	allowance	of	up	to	20	Kg
•	 Duty	Free	discounts	of	up	to	10%	discount	on	Oman	Air	In-flight	Duty	Free
•	 Check-in	at	Priority	Counter	
•	 Priority	baggage	handling
•	 Double	miles	on	your	first	flight
•	 Bonus	miles,	discounts	and	special	offers	from	Partners
•	 Buy,	Gift	and	Share	Miles

Earn miles for flights made up to 
3 months prior to your enrolment. 
Join today by visiting Sindbad.
omanair.com or ask your hostess 
for an enrolment form.

Pick a destination Let your
Sindbad Miles take you there


